Talking on the Radio
BIF Communications Series
Do you get tounge-tied when you talk to ATC? You can solve this problem in your car or while
exercising with your iPod. The BIF Communications Series, a three-hour CD set works just like
your eighth-grade Spanish class, with repetition excercises, response exercises, and useful tips.
•

Get what you want from ATC

•

Speak like a professional

•

Stop missing radio calls

•

The most useful word on the radio

•

The two words you should never say on the radio

•

Avoiding the most embarrasing radio mistake

•

Flight following without fear

Subject Matter
VFR

$29.95

Advanced VFR

$29.95

IFR

$29.95

Set

$59.95

Basic VFR comunication at towered fields and
non-towered fields
Flight Service; Cross Country; Class Bravo
transitions;
Bonus Track: the Hudson River Corridor
Clearance, Departure; Enroute, Vectors to Final;
Bonus Track: Precision Approach Radar
All three CDs as a package

Email your order to bcs@bestinflight.net
Best in Flight Morristown 9 Airport Road, Morristown, NJ 07960 (973) 683-9002 www.bestinflight.net

Flying your own aircraft remains the single most effective way to do business in multiple
locations. With the reduction in regional airline service, it simply isn’t possible to do
business in Syracuse and Rochester and be back in Manhattan the same day. When you
fly, you do business on your own schedule, not someone else’s.
Learning to fly typically takes several months. You can take a year or two but it won’t be
cheap. You can learn to fly in two weeks, but that will be a full-time adventure you will
remember for the rest of your life.
Learning to fly is a great adult challenge – not impossible, but requiring some dedication.
Piloting an aircraft for pleasure is a fulfilling experience. And by flying yourself, your
vacation home becomes that much more useful.

Morristown Municipal Airport
9 Airport Road
Morristown, NJ 07906
973.683.9002
IWantToFly@bestinflight.net
www.bestinflight.net
BCS 110518

Best in Flight is conveniently located
at Morristown Airport, 20 minutes
west of the Holland Tunnel. We are
five minutes from Convent Station,
a direct train from New York’s Penn
Station. We will pick you up at the
station.
Best in Flight offers hours to suit your
needs including early morning and
evening flights.
Call the Chief Pilot, Robert Hadow, to
discuss your requirements.
(888) FLY-0077

Why the Best Instruction?
Flying is not a just hobby. It is also serious business.
Flying may be as easy as driving a car, but you don’t drive a car
two miles up. You don’t have to talk to air traffic controllers when
you drive. You need to understand what makes the airplane
fly, the weather, and air regulations – the aeronautical decision
making tools to exercise judgement in the air.
Best in Flight instructors each have a minimum of 2000 hours
accident-free pilot-in-command time.

